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THE STORY SO FAR . . . Once each century, when the moons are aligned, Stachte the 

Dragon awakes from his lair, loosing devastation upon the land of Three Towns. Homes 

are burned to cinders. People are snatched and devoured by the dozens. Terror reins for a 

decade until the dragon is appeased and returns to hibernation. At the end of it, little 

remains of the great architectural works of Three Towns, but the people endure with their 

economies in tatters and with their loved ones gone. Now, as the time of the dragon again 

draws nigh, Queen Isadora of Saint Beauteous Castle calls for heroes. Champions arrive 

from all over Three Towns and beyond. To this audience of heroes the Queen relates the 

legend of the five talismans: Hidden in the ruins of five ancient kingdoms lay the golden 

talismans—forged by wizards long ago to give men the power to battle dragons. After 

given maps to the locations of these ruins, the courageous few take an oath in the 

Queen’s court to seek the talismans and slay Stachte, and by doing so, save Three Towns 

from the eternal cycle of ruin and reconstruction.    

 

OBJECT: Collect the golden talismans and slay the dragon. Once all five talismans are 

off the Board, the game goes into Dragon Mode where players vie to slay the dragon. 

Whoever kills the dragon wins the game.  

 

SETUP: Players choose a character to play and monsters to guard the talismans. The 

game changes significantly depending on which characters and monsters are selected: the 

Knight, for instance, is peerless in Battle, but the Rogue can use her skills to more easily 

take possession of the talismans; skeletons are quickly defeated, but to kill a giant may 

require purchase of a greater weapon or healing potions. Use the Character Compendium 

and Sir Marek’s Guide to Monsters to keep track of what each can do. 

 

! Spaces: These are the wild cards of the Board. At setup, players decide what ! spaces 

do. For a quick game, the ! space can be a monster guarding a diamond or a magic item. 

For more elaborate adventures, players can build dungeons (using dungeon tiles) replete 

with monsters (using monster pieces) and treasure (using item cards). 

  

D Spaces: Once monster pieces are placed on each of the five D Spaces, they cannot be 

removed unless killed. Use weak monsters, like skeletons, for quick games. For more 
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elaborate character building adventures, giants or constructs can be used. After killing the 

monster on the D Space, the player attains the talisman.  

Once setup is complete, players roll a d6 (a six sided dice) to determine who goes first. 

The player with the higher number makes the first move; the player with the lowest 

number goes last. All characters begin their quest from Saint Beauteous Castle.  

 

MOVEMENT  

 Each player takes turns rolling movement dice (if walking, roll a d6).   

 Players can move in any direction on their turn but cannot change directions 

during their turn i.e. no zigzagging.  

 Players may choose not to move on their turn. This is called camping. Each turn 

camping, a player gains 1 Health. Players may camp to form a team. Once in a 

team, one player rolls for all characters in the team to move.  

 When entering or passing through a D or dungeon space, the space is not counted. 

 It is not necessary to roll an exact number to land on a T (Town Space), an M 

(Monster Lair) or move into a D (Dungeon Space).  

 Players may choose to make an attack of opportunity against players passing 

through their space (see Battle).   

 

OTHER SPACE TYPES:   

? Spaces: Otherwise known as Story Spaces, landing on these spaces can be good or bad, 

depending on the dice roll (d100) and corresponding number from the Story Space list.  

 

M Spaces: These are Monster Lair Spaces. When a character lands on this space, the 

opposing players take turns, or vote, on which monster appears on that space. If the 

monster is killed, a new monster is selected for subsequent encounters. If, however, the 

monster kills the character, it remains on the space to threaten any other player who lands 

there. If the player chooses not to engage battle, he may attempt to flee by rolling a 3 or 

6. If the flee succeeds, player rolls to move again and the monster remains on the Board. 

If the flee fails, the monster gains one free attack (see Battle).  

 

DUNGEON PLAY (OPTIONAL): 

 The player chooses from which side room to enter. Rogues and ninjas can enter from 

any room.  

 Characters move 3 squares/round or 5/round with Speed skill.  

 During the round, a player can: move, move and drink a potion, move and attack, 

drink a potion and attack, or simply make single standing attack roll.      

 Dash Attack—Gain +2 damage when moving into melee and winning initiative. 

 Typically, monsters are controlled by players whose characters are on the Board. If 

the dungeon contains three monsters, three players can control one monster. 

 Five rounds in a dungeon equals 1 turn on the Board, after which the other players on 

the Board take their turn. 

 If surrounded, a character cannot flee.  

 Monsters killed in a dungeon do not respawn. 
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Warp Spaces: These spaces transport the player anywhere based on a d6 roll (optional). 

 

T Spaces: There are three towns in the 

land: Saint Beauteous Castle, Graton 

Town and Shemselinihar. In towns, player 

characters can: 

 Return to full health. 

 Purchase items. 

 Bank valuables (including talismans 

and ruples); once banked, a player 

cannot lose them unless the town is 

robbed or destroyed. 

 Remain in town: Earn 1 ruple for 

every skipped turn. 

 

BATTLE (MELEE): Battle occurs when a 

character meets a monster on an M or D 

Space, or when two characters cross 

spaces and wish to fight. In melee, 

initiative rolls are made with a d6; the 

player with the higher number makes the 

first attack. Attacks are made with the d20 

(20 sided dice). If the roll equals or 

exceeds the target’s ARMOR, the hit succeeds, and HEALTH points are taken equal to 

the attacker’s damage. Use the health bar on the character sheet to keep track of 

HEALTH.    

 The player with the least items, talismans or ruples, or any player that is dead, 

rolls dice for monsters. 

 If a battle is going badly, a player may flee by rolling 3 or 6; each failed attempt 

incurs a free attack.   

 When a player kills another player’s character, he confiscates the other’s ruples 

and talismans (but not items).  

 When a monster is killed, the player is rewarded with ruples equal to the 

HEALTH of the monster; for * multiply by 2, for ** by 3 and for *** by 4.  

 Instead of simply attacking, a player can opt to make a Directed Attack or an 

Action Roll (see Advanced Battle). 

 

BATTLE (RANGED): Certain weapons allow for ranged attacks. On the Board, a ranged 

attack can be made: if the target is within range, a clear shot (nothing in the way), and a 

straight shot (no shooting around corners). Ranged attacks can be made while moving or 

standing still. When a character moves into the range of another, the one standing wins 

initiative, even if not their turn. Two values are listed for range, the first for the game 

Board and the second for dungeons. Ranged attacks cannot be made in melee (on the 

same space). Only if a monster’s lair is discovered can a monster be attacked by a ranged 

weapon, after which the character moves to the M-Space on their next turn.  
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DEATH: If a character dies, the player’s piece is moved to the death space and all items 

(except talismans) remain on the space where death occurred. Talismans return to the    

D-Spaces where they were found unless the player is killed by another player, at which 

point the victor confiscates the talismans. If dying on an M Space, the monster must be 

killed to retrieve the lost items. Dead players miss each turn until rolling 3 or 6. After a 

resurrection, the player may restart from any town. Players may bypass rolling by 

selecting a new character to play; this is called reincarnation. But death isn’t all bad: 

dead players choose which monsters appear on M-Spaces, and, if a player fails to kill the 

monster on the M-Space, a dead player can take control of the monster, moving it across 

the Board to hunt other players! Note that monsters cannot obtain items or be healed, and, 

if landing on any T-Spaces, are killed on sight. 

 

DRAGON MODE: Once the talismans are collected, the game goes into Dragon Mode, 

and Stachte is unleashed onto the Board. After all players make their turn, the dragon 

burns a town to ashes, at which point the town cannot be used and all stored objects, 

except for talismans, are destroyed. Roll a d6 to determine which town the dragon visits: 

 1-2. Saint Beauteous Castle  3-4. Graton Town  5-6. Shemselinihar  

 

Players hunt the dragon by visiting the last city it has destroyed. When all cities are gone, 

the dragon will seek out the player with the most talismans. Using the talismans greatly 

enhances characters’ ability scores. A player does not need all talismans (or more 

talismans than another player) to face the dragon. If a character is killed during Dragon 

Mode, their carried talismans return to the D-Spaces where they were found and Dragon 

Mode is stopped. If the dragon is killed, the player wins the game.  

 

THE FIVE TALISMANS: Once a talisman is won, the player chooses which of the five 

power items to receive (below). If an item is already taken by another player, it cannot be 

chosen. Note that these powers only activate during battle with the dragon. 

1. Helm of the Immortals: Resist 3 damage per round  

2. Aegis Shield: Resist 3 damage per round   

3. Orb of Oblivion: Make attack and ability rolls with a d30!  

4. STEELSONG (Sword): DMG 10   

5. Boots of Hermes: Gain 2 attacks per round with any single weapon 

 

Dragon, adult “Stachte”: HEALTH 30**, ARMOR 15, BITE 8, TAIL BASH 8, 

Snatch* Fly 24 

 Roll a d6 to determine an adult dragon’s actions:  

 1, 2, 4: Bite as a regular attack for 8 damage (roll to hit)   

 On a 3: TAIL BASH for 8 damage—Roll Agility vs. 

 On a 5: Breathe fire dealing 10 damage to all in a 15’ x 20’ cone—Roll 

Agility vs. d20 for 5 fire damage 

 On a 6: *Snatch enemies and drop them out of the sky (instant death)—

Roll Agility vs. to avoid or Strength vs. d20 +8 to break free 

 Resist 3, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 
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For greater challenges, consider these alternatives to Stachte: 

 

 

Dragon, ancient “Charnabyss”: HEALTH 75*, ARMOR 17, BITE 12*, TAIL 

BASH 12, Fly 24 

 *Swallow whole on a roll of 20 

 On a 3 or 6, elder dragon breathes fire dealing 15 damage to all in a 30’ x 30’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 8 damage 

 At will, an ancient dragon can tail BASH enemies for 12 damage 

 Resist 4 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 

 

Dragon, eternal “Molkram”: HEALTH 99**, ARMOR 18, BITE 15*, TAIL BASH 

15, Fly 12 

 *Swallow whole on a roll of 19—20 

 On a 3 or 6, ancient dragon breathes fire dealing 30 damage to all in a 60’ x 30’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 15 damage 

 At will, an eternal dragon can tail BASH enemies for 15 damage 

 Resist 5 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 

 

Hellborn, Archdemon “Pazuzu”: HEALTH 66**, ARMOR 18, Pincer 6/6, 

Move 6* 

 Grapples medium or smaller enemies, removing armor, weapons, or 

slamming for 6 damage. Enemy becomes free by hitting Pazuzu. 

 Resist 3. Immune to charm, fire. 

 On a roll of 3 or 6, Pazuzu summons 1d4 Hellspawn which come to his aid. 

 If destroyed, Pazuzu explodes in a ball of fire, dealing 8 damage to all within 10’  
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TOWNS: 

 

Ruples: This is the monetary system of the game as represented by different color gems, 

used for purchasing items in towns. 

Square cut gems: 1 ruple Round gems: 5 ruples 

Tear shaped gems: 10 ruples Color diamonds: 30 ruples   

Clear diamonds: 100 ruples 

 

 

Mounts & Transportation Items 

Monsters always attack whatever creature hit them last. Players may choose either to 

attack the character or their mount.  

  

Horse: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 10, Dmg: Nil, MOVEMENT 2d6, FLEE 3, 6 

Price: 15 ruples / Available any town 

 

Unicorn: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 10, Horn 3, MOVEMENT 2d8*, FLEE 3, 4, 6 

*Unicorn can use warp (roll d6) 

Price: 30 ruples / Available at Saint Beauteous Castle 

 

Pegasus: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 10, Hoof 1/1, MOVEMENT 2d12, FLEE 3, 4, 6 

*Pegasus can fly over spaces, evading M-Spaces or other players’ pieces. 

Price: 50 ruples / Available at Saint Beauteous Castle  

 

Hippogriff: HEALTH 12, ARMOR 10, Claw 3*, MOVEMENT 2d12**, FLEE 3, 4, 6  

*By passing an enemy space, the hippogriff can make a swoop attack dealing 6 dmg. 

**Hippogriff can fly over spaces evading M-Spaces or other players’ pieces. 

Price: 75 ruples / Available at Graton Town  

 

 

Weapons  

 

Gladius: dmg 2  Price: 4r 

 

Longsword: dmg 3  Price: 8r  

 

Bastard Sword: dmg 4  Price: 16r  

 

Claymore: dmg 5     

Price: 16r    Special: Can’t use with shield 

 

Zweihander: dmg 6     

Price: 32r   Special: Can’t use with shield 
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Rapier dmg 2/2  Price 16r 

Special: Agility +2 or attack once per round 

 

Katana: dmg 3/3  Price 64r 

Special: Agility +3 or attack once per round 

 

Spear: dmg 2*/range 1/d6 Price: 8r  

Class: *3 with Warrior, Ninja, Amazon 

Special: Melee or ranged use 

 

Mace: dmg 3    Price: 16r 

 

Warhammer: dmg 4  Price: 16r 

Special: -2 initiative 

 

Battleax: dmg 5  Price: 16r   

Special: Lose initiative 

 

Obsidian Dagger: dmg 2 Price: 8r (each) 

 

Adamantine Dagger: dmg 3 Price: 16r (each) 

 

Bo of the Dragon: dmg 3/3 Price: 32r 

Class: Monk 

 

Longbow: range 2/6  Price: 10 ruples   

 

Crossbow: range 3/6  Price: 15 ruples    

 

Arrows: dmg 3*  Price: 1r (each) 

Special: *4 with Rogue, Ninja, Amazon  

 

Shuriken: dmg 1/range 1 Price: 1r (each) 

Class: Ninja   

 

Arrows, Fire: dmg 4 +2 fire   Price: 2r (each) 

Special: Archery proficiency  

 

Arrows, Ice: dmg 4 +1 cold +stun  Price: 3r (each) 

Special: Archery proficiency 

 

Arrows, Lightning: dmg 4 +4 electrical Price: 4r (each)  

Special: Archery proficiency 
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Arrows, Poison: dmg 3 +poison* Price: 2r (each) 

Special: *Victim must make Endurance vs. Difficulty 20 (per battle) or lose 1 

HEALTH/round until anti-venom is used. Poison damage does not stack.   

 

Arrow of Slaying: Kill*   Price: Per HEALTH of enemy (each) 

Special: Archery proficiency / *Must designate target (victim) when purchased. 

Disintegrates after use (whether hitting or missing) 

 

Flintlock Pistol: dmg 8*  Price: 16r  

Class: Pirate    Special: *One shot per battle 

 

Bomb: dmg 8*/range 1  Price: 4r  

Class: Pirate    Special: *Damages everything on the same space 

     or 10’ radius  

  

ARMOR 

Armor is calculated using a base score of 8. Bonuses are added from items (such as a 

helmet) or skills (such as Speed which adds +2) or class bonuses (the monk adds 

AGILITY to ARMOR). A character with chainmail +1, a helmet + 1 and a kite shield +2 

has an ARMOR of 12 (8 +1 +1 +2). If a better item is purchased, subtract the old bonus 

before adding the new bonus. Bonuses do not stack for same type items. 

 

Chainmail: +1    

Price: 8r   Special: Stackable with cuirass 

 

Leather +1    

Price: 8r   Special: Stackable with cuirass / +2 if worn by Pirate 

 

Mithril Cuirass: +3  Price: 32r  

Special: Negates Speed skill  

 

Roc Plumed Helmet: +1 Price: 8r  

 

Mithril Helm: +2  Price: 16r 

 

Buckler +1   Price: 8r 

 

Kite shield +2   Price: 16r 

Special: Negates Speed skill  

 

Hoplon shield +3  Price: 32r 

Special: Negates Speed skill 

 

Obsidian Armlets +2  Price: 16r 
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Adamantine Armlets +3 Price: 32r 

 

Health 

Healing potion: Regain full health in battle  Price: 5r (max carry: 4) 

Antivenom (cures poison and venom) Price: 1r   

 

Graton Town Only Items 

Captain’s Saber dmg 3*     Price 8r 

Special: 4 damage in the hands of a pirate 

 

Dragon’s Tongue (longsword): dmg 3 +2 fire (5 total) Price: 32r 

Special: Flamering: Create a ring of fire dealing 2 fire to all enemies within reach 

 

Zweihander of Epic Proportions: dmg 5*   Price: 32r 

Special: Can’t use with shield / *Improved Epic Blow: On a roll of 19-20, deal 10 dmg  

 

Bonecrusher (spiked flail): dmg 4/4*    Price: 64r 

Special: If first attack hits, make second attack 

 

Haunted Redwood Bow: dmg 5 (add element damage for special arrows) / Range 5/10 

Price: 64r 

 

St. Beauteous Castle Only Items 

Ice (longsword): dmg 3 +1 cold (4 total)   Price: 32r 

Special: Freeze enemies on a roll of 18-20 for one round 

 

Silverdoom (longsword): dmg 5    Price: 32r 

Special: Kills any creature on a natural roll of 20 

 

Sunstrike (longsword): dmg 5 +2 fire (7 total)  Price: 64r 

Special: +3 to initiative / Destroys undead on sight 

 

Shemselinihar Only Items 

Master Khopesh: dmg 6     Price: 32r 

 

Shamshara’s Fabled Tulwar of Haste: dmg 3/3  Price: 40r 

 

Masamune Katana: dmg 3/3     Price: 64r 

Special: Sever limb of medium creature on a roll of 18-19 / Decapitate 

Medium creature on a 20 / Agility +3 required or attack once per round  

 

Shuriken of Many Brothers: dmg 1 x (d6)    Price: 32r 

Special: Win initiative and make d6 attack rolls for 1 dmg each 
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STORY SPACES 

 

01. A rickety bridge fails as you attempt to cross over lava. You are DEAD. 

02. Tightrope walk over a windy chasm to escape an angry horde of ogres. Roll Agility 

check vs. Difficulty 18 or fall to your death. 

03. You fall down a fissure and are pinned by a boulder. Roll Strength check vs. 

Difficulty 18 or remain on the spot. A player may also save you if passing by (if they 

choose to help). 

04. Cosmic Event! What terrible luck! You are smitten by a meteorite, lose 10 Health. 

05. You spurn the advances of a maiden only to discover she is a witch! You are turned 

into a frog, moving 1 space per turn until reaching town. 

06. A shower of stones, trailing fire, falls from the sky. They make holes in rooftops, split 

apart trees and leave smoking craters in the ground. After cooling, they break open 

revealing a green like substance. Before you know it, it latches onto your hand! You 

feel yourself hungering for brains. Quickly, reach town in 3 turns or become a 

zombie! If zombie, you may attack other players or go to town and be killed on sight. 

Zombies do not retain skills or accumulate items or money. Your HEALTH, ARMOR 

and DMG remain the same. 

07. You have been poisoned by a giant spider. Reach town in less turns than your 

Endurance score or drop dead. 

08. You have been wrongly accused of murder. Argue your case for innocence or be 

hanged. Play hangman with another player acting as judge. Add your Wisdom score 

as a bonus to how many wrong letters you can guess. 

09. YEE-HAR! Pirates caught you sleeping! Move player piece to the sea. You lose all 

ruples and items on your person and are marooned on an island until rolling a 3 or a 

6. Once free, start back from Graton Town. 

10. You are sold into slavery by nomads. Move player piece to desert area. Lose all 

ruples and items on person. Remain in desert until you roll a 3 or a 6. Once free, start 

back from Shemselinihar. 

11. You are captured by Amazon women and forced into the Dance of a Hundred 

Agonies. Move to forest area. Once free, start back from Saint Beauteous Castle. 

12. You are lost in the jungle. Move piece to forest area. Get out whenever another player 

rolls a 3 or 6. Start back from St. Beauteous Castle. 

13. You get into a fiddle contest with the arch demon Pazuzu. Roll Wisdom vs. Difficulty 

15. If you win, gain Scarab Pendant of Luck. If you lose, switch places with any dead 

character. If more than one character is dead, you pick which to free. If nobody is 

dead, suffer no effect. 

14. You meet the archangel Ascenderon. You are commanded to give your items and 

ruples to the poorest player or team up to fight any battle on any M or D Space. Do 

not roll to move. 

15. Your camp is infested by rust beetles! If your weapon is made of metal, lose your 

weapon (magical weapons are immune to rust beetles). 

16. Foreclosure! Pay 10 ruples to St. Beauteous Castle or lose town privileges there. 

17. Foreclosure! Pay 10 ruples to Graton Town or lose town privileges there. 

18. Foreclosure! Pay 10 ruples to Shemselinihar or lose town privileges there. 
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19. Where’s my stuff? While sleeping, thieves take off with your ruples! Lose all ruples 

on your person. 

20. You are ambushed by a band of d12 orcs. Surrender your possessions or prepare to 

fight!  

21. EATEN! While sleeping, a dragon snatches your mount. 

22. You are caught in an avalanche. Make Agility roll vs. Difficulty 16 to find a safe 

haven or lose 6 Health and break a leg. If walking, move with a d4 until returning to 

town. 

23. You fall from a cliff. Make Agility roll vs. Difficulty 15 to catch onto a foothold or 

lose 5 Health and break a leg. If walking, move d4 spaces per turn until returning to 

town.  

24. While exploring a dungeon, you fall down a pit of spikes. Make Agility roll vs. 

Difficulty 14 to grab a vine or lose 4 Health and break a leg. If walking, move with a 

d4 until returning to town. 

25. BOOM! You lift your weapon in the rain and are hit by lightning! Lose 2 Health, or, 

if carrying metallic items, 7 Health. 

26. You come across treacherous mountain terrain. Do you attempt to navigate the 

passage or go back the way you came? Navigate: Make a Wisdom or Agility roll vs. 

Difficulty 15 or lose 10 Health and break a leg. If walking, move with a d4 until 

returning to town. 

27. Something’s alive in your boot. You’ve never felt such pain. Lose 1 Health and take 1 

turn to recover, or, if you don’t wear boots, you find a very strange specimen of 

worm—an infant devastation worm, perhaps? 

28. In the jungle you are bitten by a carnivorous plant. Lose 1 Health. 

29. You are caught in a heavy storm. Do you barrel through it or take shelter with a 

kindly family for 1 turn? Go without shelter: Make Endurance check vs. Difficulty 20 

or catch pneumonia and move d4 until reaching town. 

30. You help a traveler fix a broken wagon wheel. Lose 1 turn then move an extra 2 

spaces. 

31. You come to a field of poles. Each pole is adorned by a human head in varying states 

of decay. What or whom could have done such a thing? All you know is to run. Roll a 

d6 and go back the way you came. 

32. A heavy snowstorm slows your movement. Move 1 space on your next turn. 

33. YUCK! You are stuck in a tar pit! Move 2 spaces on your next turn as you swim 

through it. 

34. WOOF! While bathing in the river, a stray dog runs off with one of your items (of 

least value)! Go back 2 spaces to retrieve it or surrender item. 

35. You are caught in a tornado. Roll a d6 to land on a warp point. 

36. You meet a traveling salesman named Ed who won’t leave you alone. Lose one turn 

getting him to leave you alone or pay him 1 ruple. 

37. You meet a poor beggar asking for ruples. You take pity on him. Lose 1 ruple. 

38. Troll Bridge: Answer riddle of another player or pay 10 ruples to pass, or find another 

way around and go back 5 spaces. 

39. You run across a traveling merchant caravan. They offer you a free ride. Move ahead 

2 spaces. 
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40. While navigating the river, a fast current carries you 3 spaces forward. 

41. Hitch a ride on a roc! This giant bird moves you 5 spaces in any direction. Roll d4 to 

determine 1. N, 2. S, 3. W, 4. E. If player cannot move five spaces, stop at the last 

space in that direction. 

42.  Cross the Rainbow Bridge to any space on the Board. 

43. You are commanded by the Queen of Saint Beauteous Castle to attend her royal ball. 

Go directly to Saint Beauteous Castle (without rolling). If your character is female, 

lose 10 ruples buying appropriate dress. If town is destroyed, go to 44. 

44. You are commanded by the Sultan of Shemselinihar to attend the royal wedding of 

his son. Go directly to Shemselinihar (without rolling). Bet 10 ruples in a game of 

dice in the Sultan’s private resort. If town is destroyed, go to 45. 

45. The King of Graton Town needs you to attend his annual poetry reading festival. Go 

directly to Graton Town (without rolling). If all towns destroyed, roll again.   

46. You fall down a well. Lose 2 Health, but gain 1 healing water. 

47. You meet a guide who shares with you the awful history of the land. He shows you a 

very old wall where, as he puts it, “much blood was spilt in the building.” Exploring 

the wall further, you come to a passage overgrown with vegetation, leading down. 

Move to nearest Dungeon. 

48. While exploring the jungle, you fall through a trap door into a monster’s lair. Move 

immediately to the nearest M Space. 

49. You track a monster who has been killing people in town. Move to the nearest M 

Space and select your monster. 

50. The road here is terribly rugged, but you come to a strange hollow in the ground. It 

may be a shortcut; do you take it? If Yes: 1-2. Move +1d6 or 3-4. Move to nearest M-

Space. 

51. You find a jewel which gives you a strange, out of body experience. Roll a d6 and 

move any player’s piece that many spaces. 

52. Bar Fight! Move to the nearest town. Meet a drunk named Sven who insists you play 

cards with him. After beating his hand, he shouts about you cheating and threatens to 

kill you. Do you fight him? Y. You kill him with little effort, but are now banned 

from this Town. N. You walk away with your pride bruised and your pockets 5 ruples 

lighter. Or make a Wisdom check vs. Difficulty 10 to persuade the man to make 

peace. 

53. You meet an old knight, Sir Reminisce, whose armor looks quite worn. Judging you 

by your adventure gear, he eagerly invites you to the nearest lodge to regale you with 

adventures from his youth. He pays for drinks and lodging. Move to nearest T Space.  

54. You save a peasant from drowning. He offers you 1 ruple. 

55. You meet a kind farmer. Pay 1 ruple for his food (optional). 

56. You’ve caught a large fish. Eat it to regain health on your next turn or sell it in a town 

for 2 ruples. 

57. You successfully hunt down a wild boar. Eat it to regain health now or later. 

58. In a nest you find a golden egg. Sell it in town for 5 ruples. 

59. You meet a blacksmith on his way to town. Buy weapons or armor (see Town). 

60. You meet an alchemist on his way to town. Buy potions (see Town). 
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61. You meet a wizard for hire. He offers a spell to switch places with any other character 

in the game but for a fee (optional). If you take the wizard up on his offer, you don’t 

need to pay him until you meet again (roll this number twice) in which you must pay 

him one talisman. 

62. You are forced into the coliseum at Shemselinihar with another player character (one 

closest to you). Battle other player to the death. Other players may bet on the winner. 

63. You meet a princess who’s lost her crown. Do you help her find it? If yes, lose 1 turn 

but gain 5 ruples. 

64. A traveling parade declares you most beautiful (or handsome) in the land. Win 10 

ruples. 

65. You meet a thief for hire. He offers to rob the other players (optional). All players pay 

you 5 ruples. 

66. Help the prince find his princess! Roll this number again to earn 200 ruples. 

67. You find a magic mirror in an abandoned house. Stepping through it, you are 

transported to the nearest player’s piece. You may, if you choose, BATTLE player 

this turn.  

68. Poison or Not Poison? You find a mushroom that can either heal or harm you. Do you 

choose to eat it? Roll d4: 1-2. Lose 4 Health; 3-4. Gain 4 Health. 

69. Queen of Fairy Kindness: The fairy in this fountain gives you the option to free any 

one player character from the DEAD space (optional). 

70. A blood red moon fills the sky. A frantic man is running toward you. Two armed men 

are chasing him. The armed men ask you to stop him. The frantic man begs for 

asylum. Who do you help? (1) The man: fight armed guards (see below). (2) The 

armed men: The frantic man is easy to subdue with your aid . . . at first: Werewolf 

attacks all. Soldiers: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 10, Swords 2 

 

Werewolf: HEALTH 12*, ARMOR 15, Claw/Bite 2/2*, Move d8, Aggressive 

 +2 to initiative, Regeneration 1 (each round, regain 1 health) 

 On a roll of 3 or 6, bite for 3 damage. If bitten, suffer lycanthropy on 

the following night unless a cure is used. 

 Wolf Hunt: Those fleeing from a werewolf are hunted down. If the 

werewolf manages to move into the point where you flee, battle 

engages. 

  

71. You come across an abandoned graveyard. Do you search the tombs or leave the dead 

to rest? If Yes, roll d4: 1-2. You find two 5 ruples as placed on the eyes of the 

deceased. 2-4. You have woken the dead: (6) ZOMBIES! HEALTH 2, ARMOR 6, 

Claw/Bite 1* §  If three or more zombies hit you, you are grappled and lose a round. 

§  Immune to charm spells. Double damage from fire. 

72. You find a magic fairy fountain. Restore full health or capture fairy for later use. 

73. Treetop Homes of the Elves: You spend time with the elves. Gain HEALTH and 

ARROWS: DMG 3.   

74. Caverns of the Dwarvensmiths: You discover the hidden Caverns of the 

Dwarvensmiths. Upgrade to better ARMOR (of least value) than you are currently 

using. 
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75. Your great-great uncle has kicked the bucket and left you his inheritance. Earn 30 

ruples. 

76. You come across the Temple of Strom. Inside the temple is an idol with a jeweled 

magical Hammer: DMG 5 (see Hammer in Town). Value: 32 ruples. 

77. Along your journey, you discover the forgotten Tomb of Sir Marek the Brave. You 

find the magical Sword of the Defender: DMG 5/ARMOR +1, lain over his 

sarcophagus. Note: Space can be used once per game. Value: 64 ruples. 

78. You win a fighting contest in a small village. Your reward: FREE GET OUT OF 

DEAD CARD. 

79. You find the lair of a genie. The genie will grant you one wish—but be forewarned, 

wishes can backfire! If the other players decide you have spoken incorrectly or too 

greedily, they can choose to cancel or reverse your wish. 

80. You meet a woodsmith named Jeriah who tells you of the Haunted Redwood. “You 

wouldn’t need to kill it—that’d be impossible—just bring me a limb and I’ll forge 

you the greatest bow in the world!” To complete mini-quest: Go to nearest M-Space 

to find Haunted Redwood. After hitting it once, flee to the nearest town to meet 

Jeriah. She will give you: Haunted Redwood Bow: dmg 5, range 5/10. 

81. You meet an aged knight, Sir Reminisce, who tells you of the glorious weapon he 

once lost while exploring a dungeon. To complete mini-quest: Seek the nearest 

dungeon; a chest there will contain Sir Reminisce’ old weapon, the Zweihander of 

Epic Proportions. Keep the weapon, or sell it back to the knight—who will pay you 

its value. 

82. You meet a strange old man named Richten writing a book about the undead. He asks 

if you would be so kind as to bring him any undead artifacts, which he will gladly pay 

top ruple for. To complete mini-quest: Meet Richten at Graton Town: for a skeleton 

skull he will pay 5 ruples, for a vampire wing 10 ruples, for ashes of a Burning Man 

20 ruples, and for armor of Death Knight 30 ruples. 

83. Bugs in the Basement! Move to the nearest town. A trap door beneath a bar leads to 

the basement, a 4x4 room filled with giant bugs! To complete mini-quest: Kill all 6 

dungeon beetles. Dungeon Beetle: HEALTH 2, ARMOR 10, Bite 1. Find a clear 

diamond in one of the bug's bellies worth 100 ruples. 

84. If male: You are seduced by a traveling gypsy woman. After you wake, you find her 

gone, having stolen your ruples. If female: The gypsy woman tells you your fortune 

and offers you a Get Out of Dead Free card. 

85. You come upon the tower of the mad wizard Anabis. Venture through his labyrinth of 

multi colored rooms to find his treasure horde. For every level in Tetris beyond 9: 

earn 5r for 10, 10r for 11, 30r for 12, 100r for 13, 200r for 14, etc. Skip every turn 

until quest is complete. Return to the tower at any time by landing on a wild space. 

86. You come upon the dojo of Master Chen. Prove your Fruit Ninja skills to win 

rewards. Skip turn until game ends or you achieve goal. At 100 pts win Masamune, at 

200 pts gain monk agility + agility +4 (minimum), at 300 pts learn shadow teleport, at 

400 pts assassinate or Kung Fu. If you are a ninja or monk already, gain +1 agility for 

every 100 pts. At 400, the monk gains Superior Kung Fu: 2 dmg. Return to dojo at 

any time by landing on a wild space. 
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87. The Haunted Lodge: You come to a shabby looking lodge. As you approach it, 

dreaming of rest and mead, your heart sinks. It’s been abandoned many years, but 

upon entering this ruin, it comes to life. The music is lively and the mead plentiful. 

Suddenly, there is a panic out the window. The overzealous Captain of St. Beauteous 

Castle, determined to put an end to corruption, has barred the doors and windows. 

Good god—his men are setting fire to the place—everyone in the lodge is going to 

burn! And you realize you are looking at the ghosts of a terrible massacre. On the 

wall these words are written in blood: “Wherever there are massacres, there is 

ethereal phantasm.” To complete miniquest: Destroy the ethereal phantasm to gain 

100 ruples and a Genie Ring of Escape.  

 

Ethereal Phantasm: HEALTH 15**, ARMOR 12, DMG 6*, Move 7*. Once per 

battle, phantasm uses fear paralysis. If hit, player must roll Endurance 

check/Difficulty 15/ Resist 3, immune to poison, charm, fire, ice, magic 

 

88. You find the Statue of Damokles, wearing the armor he had in life. If male, gain 

adamantine plate +4. If female, sell armor in town. Note: Space can be used once per 

game. Value: 128 ruples. 

89. Ymir Escapes! Ymir the Frost Giant enacts revenge against the people of Saint 

Beauteous Castle after the great ancestor of Queen Isadora, Palor Giantsbane, 

imprisoned him under ice for a thousand years. All players must go to Saint 

Beauteous Castle to fight Ymir (do not roll). The player who rolled the story may use 

the city’s trebuchet: DMG 8. If all players die, all get out of DEAD free. Whoever 

makes the killing blow is awarded 100 ruples.  

 

Giant, Frost: HEALTH 32*, ARMOR 12, GLACIAL AX 8**, STOMP 8, Move 6, 

Aggressive  

 **Glacial ax hits all enemies in a 5’ x 15 arc 

 At will, giants can stomp medium enemies as BASH for 8 damage 

 Resists 1 damage, takes double damage from fire 

   Combat Action: Through the Knees—Agility/Difficulty 15 (+2 
damage, reroll initiative) 

90. Worm! An ancient evil is disturbed after the people of Shemselinihar dig under the 

dunes for new sources of water. All players must go to Shemselinihar to fight the 

Worm (do not roll). The player who rolled the story may use the city’s trebuchet: 

DMG 8. If all players die, all get out of DEAD free. Whoever makes the killing blow 

is awarded 100 ruples.  

 Devastation Worm: HEALTH 48*, ARMOR 8, BITE 10, CRUSH 10, Move 2, 

 Aggressive 

 Resists 2 damage, immune to poison, charm 

 On a 3, worm crushes enemies under its girth as BASH for 10 damage 

 On a 6, worm moves through the ground causing an earthquake, dealing 4 damage 

to all and restarting initiative. Negate effect with Agility Roll/Difficulty 10 

 Swallow whole on a hit roll of 18—20 

   Combat Action: Ride Worm—Agility/Difficulty 15 
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91. A Case of Stolen Eggs: Pirates rob a young gray female dragon of her eggs and try to 

sell them in Graton Town. The fools are incinerated but Fercus seeks vengeance. All 

players must go to Graton Town to fight Fercus (do not roll). The player who rolled 

the story may use the city’s trebuchet: DMG 8. If all players die, all get out of DEAD 

free. Whoever makes the killing blow is awarded 100 ruples.  

 

Dragon, juvenile: HEALTH 20**, ARMOR 15, BITE 8, Fly 12, Aggressive 

 On a 3 or a 6, breathe a cone of fire dealing 8 damage in a 10’ x 15’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 4 damage 

 Resists 2 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Snatch—On a hit roll of 18—20, dragon snatches one enemy, flies him into 

the air and drops him to his death. Initiative restarts. 

   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 16 (free attack) 
 

92. You are greeted by Ascenderon the archangel. He can retrieve one Talisman from 

another player or from a dungeon, but in return, she will resurrect all dead players. Do 

you agree? 

93. You are greeted by Pazuzu the archdemon. If you desire, he can kill any one 

character, but you must pay him one Talisman or your most valuable item. Lost 

Talismans return to the dungeon from whence they came. 

94. Stealing the Crown: Join Termina to take Queen Isadora's crown from St. Beauteous 

Castle. To complete mini-quest: Roll to the city and make a Wisdom check vs. 

Difficulty 15. Use Termina's score if higher. If successful, you will be chased by 2 

knights: (move 2d6) for every turn until battling them or fleeing from them to Graton 

Town where the buyer awaits. Earn 200 ruples for your share or betray Termina for 

400 ruples. If you are already using Termina, ask any other player to join you. 

Isadora's Knights: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 14, SWORD 2, Move 2d6. 

95. You encounter Princess Tethe, who will accompany you as an NPC on your Quest 

until returning to Town. If Tethe is already in the game, go to 96. 

96. You encounter Termina of Ravenholm, who will accompany you as an NPC on your 

Quest until returning to Town. If Termina is already in the game, go to 97. 

97. You encounter Prince Sal'addin, who will accompany you as an NPC on your Quest 

until returning to Town. If Amir is already in the game, go to 98. 

98. You encounter Sir Garek the Bold, who will accompany you as an NPC on your 

Quest until returning to Town. If Sir Garek is already in the game, go to 99. 

99. You encounter Cimmeria, who will accompany you as an NPC on your Quest until 

returning to Town. If Cimmeria is already in the game, go to 00. 

00. Clouds open and light descends like a stairwell. An enormous man stands before you. 

The air is electrified around him. At first, you think him a very good-looking giant, 

but then you realize it is SKURD, GOD OF BATTLE! SKURD is pleased by your 

courage and offers to join your quest. After landing on an M or D Space, or after 

killing another character, SKURD will leave the player. Skurd: HEALTH 100, 

ARMOR 15, HRUNTING (SWORD) 10/10. On a 3 or a 6, Skurd lets out a fierce 

battle cry like a thunderclap, stunning all enemies for one round. At any point in time, 

Skurd can teleport to the realm of the gods. 
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WHAT DO ALL THESE NUMBERS MEAN? 

--- CHARACTER SHEET --- 

 

 

MAX HEALTH: (Number of points of damage you can lose before dying) 

 

ARMOR: (Other players must roll this number or above on a d20 to hit you) 

 

WEAPON/DMG: (Number of health points you subtract with each successful hit) 

 

AGILITY: Add this number to your d20 roll* to avoid damage from large monsters with 

BASH. *This is called ROLLING. Since BASH attacks negate Armor, use ROLL to 

avoid getting hit! Also note: armor and shields decrease Agility for each point added to 

ARMOR, but the lowest Agility score is 0. This attribute may also come in handy 

depending on the monster you are fighting. See Sir Marek’s Guide to Monster Hunting. 

For more, see Advanced Battle options.  

 

STRENGTH: Add this number to your d20 roll when grappling with an enemy. See 

Advanced Battle options. This attribute may also come in handy depending on the 

monster you are fighting. See Sir Marek’s Guide to Monster Hunting. 
 

WISDOM: Wisdom helps you make good choices and avoid obstacles. Add your 

Wisdom score as a bonus to your Story Space roll. Higher rolls are typically more 

favorable, but you may opt for the base outcome (without the bonus) if you choose. This 

attribute may also come in handy depending on the monster you are fighting. See Sir 

Marek’s Guide to Monster Hunting.   

 

ENDURANCE: Your Endurance determines the heaviest armor you can wear and the 

heaviest weapons you can wield. Armor weight is equal to its bonus and weapon weight 

to its damage. With Endurance +5, for instance, you can use a weapon that deals a 

maximum DMG: 5; you can also upgrade your armor up to 5 points for a maximum 

ARMOR: 13 (or 15 with Skill bonus). However, magic weapons and armor (those with 

names) are not limited by Endurance. This attribute may also come in handy depending 

on the monster you are fighting. See Sir Marek’s Guide to Monster Hunting.     
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TERMINA OF RAVENHOLM  
 

CLASS: Rogue 

MAX HEALTH: 10 

ARMOR: 10 

DAGGERS: 1/1*  

CROSSBOW: 4 / range 3/6 

 

AGILITY +6 STRENGTH +0 

WISDOM +2 ENDURANCE +3 

 

Skills: Ambidextrous, Speed, Aerial 

Maneuver, Thievery 

 Ambidextrous: *Attack twice with 

a dagger in each hand 

 Speed—+2 initiative, flee on 3, 4, 

6  

 Aerial Maneuver—Make one 

dagger attack as you leap over 

your opponent. Hit or miss, reroll 

initiative.  

 Thievery— 

 Steal a single item 

while passing another 

player with a 

successful Wisdom vs. 

If theft fails, incur free 

attack. 

 Rob towns of ruples or a single talisman: Wisdom check/Difficulty 15. If 

failing, lose carried items and go to prison. Each turn in prison, attempt 

escape with Wisdom check/Difficulty 15.  

 

 

HEALTH: 

 

 

 

 

BACKSTORY: Termina escaped from an orphanage when she was twelve. Using her 

natural born savvy, she survived the slums of Ravenholm as a thief, but after the undead 

uprising in Bloodmoon Bay, she sailed to Three Towns, dreaming of the five talismans 

and the fortune they could bring. The looming threat of the dragon, however, made her 

doubt her intentions. Will she choose the path of heroine or remain a lowly thief?    

 

QUOTE: “All’s fair in love and war.” 
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PRINCE  
AL-RASCHEED    
 

CLASS: Prince 

MAX HEALTH: 12 

ARMOR: 10 (obsidian armlets +2) 

BATTLEAXE: 5* (!) 

 

AGILITY +0  

STRENGTH +0 

WISDOM +2  

ENDURANCE +5 

 

Skills: Axe Drawback, Wealth, 

Renown 

 *Lose initiative  

 (!) On a roll of 20, decapitate 

medium or smaller sized 

humanoid enemies 

 Ax Drawback—Your first attack 

with a battleaxe, if successful, 

deals 7 damage 

 Wealth—Prince Sal’addin begins 

the game with 15r ruples. 
 Renown: Influence people’s minds, 

haggle for better prices, etc. (Diff. 

Check) 

 
 

HEALTH: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKSTORY: When Prince Amir never returns from his quest to find the talismans, his 

father, the Caliphate of Shemselinihar, Sal’addin Al-Rascheed, goes in search for him, 

donning a mask to hide his identity. 

 

QUOTE: “You are not worthy.” 
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PRINCESS TETHE    
 

CLASS: Princess 

MAX HEALTH: 8 

ARMOR: 10 (obsidian armlets +2) 

LANCE: 2  

 

AGILITY +0 STRENGTH +0 

WISDOM +4 ENDURANCE +2 

 

Skills: Charm, Sleeping Beauty, 

Joust, Inspire Loyalty 

 Charm—Treat aggressive 

monsters as passive   

 Sleeping Beauty—Escape 

DEAD on a 3, 4 or 6.  

 Joust—Pass an M Space or 

another player for a joust 

attack, bypassing initiative, 

for double damage (if the 

hit succeeds). If the enemy 

is not killed, do not collect 

ruples or items.    

 Inspire Loyalty—The 

Princess can send men into 

battle with beginning stats:  

 

HEALTH: 8, ARMOR: 8, SWORD: 2. If killed, she can hire another sellsword 

for 15r, two for 30r, or 3 for 60r. Sellswords use armor and weapon as knights.   

 

Beginning Items: Horse “Willow”: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 10, Dmg: Nil,  

MOVEMENT 2d6, FLEE 3, 6 

 

HEALTH: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKSTORY: When Graton Town is destroyed by Stachte for the third time, 

incinerating all of the royal family but herself, Princess Tethe decides to take matters into 

her own hands, hiring knights to join her on the quest for the talismans.  

 

QUOTE: “Charge!” 
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SIR GAREK THE BOLD 
 
CLASS: Knight 

MAX HEALTH: 15  

ARMOR: 14 (full plate +3,  

helmet +1, kite shield +2)    

BASTARD SWORD: 4 

 

AGILITY +0 STRENGTH +4 

WISDOM +1 ENDURANCE +7 

 

Special: Epic Blow, 

3-in-1Blow, Defensive Position, 

Joust 

 Epic Blow—On an attack 

roll of 20, the Knight deals 

double damage. 

 3-in-1 Blow—After a 

killing blow, make a 

second attack against an 

enemy surrounding you—

if fatal—make a third and 

final attack for the round.   

 Defensive Position—

Subtract points from  

damage and move it to 

armor. 

 Joust—By passing an M 

Space or another player, a 

mounted Knight can joust attack, bypassing initiative and dealing double damage. 

If the monster is not killed in the attack, the Knight does not collect ruples. 

 
HEALTH: 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKSTORY: After losing his lands to excessive gambling, Garek wanders between 

taverns in a perpetual drunken stupor. When he hears of the Quest for the Talismans, he 

sees it as his chance to redeem his honor. Donning the mantle of his great-grandfather, 

Sir Marek the Brave, Sir Garek hopes to attain his ancestor’s honorific of Nova Knight.     

 
QUOTE: “To live without honor is meaningless.” 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS: 
 

 Move: If a player takes over a monster piece upon death, Move indicates the number 

of spaces the monster piece can be moved per turn. In dungeons, Move is the number of 

5’ squares a monster can move per round. Move can also be indicated by its type, such 

Fly or Swim. Flying creatures can pass over special spaces, disregarding the effects of 

M or Story Spaces, or bypass other players’ characters without incurring an attack. 

 

 Passive/Aggressive: Passive creatures will not attack you unless provoked by an 

attack. Do not roll initiative when instigating battle with a passive creature. Aggressive 

creatures will attack you on sight. 

  

 BASH: This refers to attacks of overwhelming force where ARMOR is of little or 

no consequence, such as from a dragon’s tail or a giant’s club. Against BASH, heroes 

can only hope to move out of the way by making an evasive ROLL or Agility check 

(d20 +Agility vs. the monster’s attack roll). 
 

   Combat Action: During Sir Marek’s numerous adventures, these strategies proved 

useful. But these are only suggestions. There are, in actuality, infinite ways to fight a 

monster. Failing a combat action incurs an attack of opportunity.  
 

   Monster Mounts: A monster must first be tamed before attempting Learn to Ride. 
Some monsters, like dragons, attack when failing a tame action. Other, more benign 

creatures, such as unicorns, simply warp away. Succeeding Learn to Ride indicates that 

the monster has befriended you and will come to your service for battle or transport. 
 

   Summon & Create: Elementals, Iron Constructs, and Living Idols are magical beings 

that serve witches or wizards. To summon an elemental, a magic character must learn 

the SUMMON spell, have the Runes to cast it and possess the raw material. Elementals 

exist for as long as the summoner’s focus remains unbroken. Being attacked, for 

example, breaks a witch’s or wizard’s focus, at which point the elemental returns to its 

natural state (a pile of rocks, a pool of water, etc.). Created beings, like Constructs and 

Idols, on the other hand, remain active until destroyed. To make a created being, magic 
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characters must learn the CREATE spell, have the Runes to cast it and must have 

purchased the proper materials; they must also make a successful Wisdom check. A 

failed check causes the material components to explode and become unusable (a costly 

failure!). 
 

   XP gained for killing or defeating a monster is equal to its HEALTH, double 

HEALTH for * or triple for **. 
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Anaconda: HEALTH 5, ARMOR 8, Bite 1*, Move 2, Passive 

*First time bitten, roll Endurance check/Difficulty 10. If failing, lose 1 poison 

damage per round until antivenom is applied. 

 
Angel of Retribution: HEALTH 15*, ARMOR 15, Flametouch Sword 5, Fly 10 

Resist 1. Immune to poison, charm 

 
Arctic Crawler: HEALTH 25*, ARMOR 13, BITE 7, TRAMPLE 2/2/2/2, Move 3, 

Aggressive 

 On a roll of 19—20, the arctic crawler devours medium enemies whole 

 On a 3 or 6, arctic crawler tramples medium enemies as BASH for 2/2/2/2 

 Takes double damage from fire. 

   Combat Action: Ride Crawler—Agility/Difficulty 12 

 
Bear: HEALTH 18, ARMOR 9, Maul 4, Move 6, Aggressive 

 

Bog: HEALTH 11, ARMOR 11, Spear 3, Move 3, Passive 

 
Brachiosaurus: HEALTH 44, ARMOR 10, BASH/STOMP 9, Move 2, Passive 

   Combat Action: Flank to avoid stomp—Agility check/Difficulty 9 / per 
round 

 

Construct, Adamantine: HEALTH  15*, ARMOR 17, Sword 8, Move 2, Passive 

 Resists 3 damage, immune to charm, poison, fire 

   Action: Remove Magic Jewel—Agility/Difficulty 18 (deactivate) 

   Combat Action: Outflank—Agility/Difficulty 12 (gain extra attack) 

   Create: Wisdom/Difficulty 25 + 1 month + 1 adamantine armor (1000 r) 

 +1 magic jewel (1000 r) 
 

Construct, Bronze “Living Idol”: HEALTH 10*, ARMOR 14, BASH 5*, Move 1, 

Passive 

 *On a hit roll of 18—20, the Living Idol stuns opponents for one round. 

 Resists 2 damage, immune to charm, poison, fire 

   Combat Action: Outflank—Agility/Difficulty 10 (gain extra attack) 

   Combat Action: Tip Over—Strength/Difficulty 20 (knock prone/3 

rounds) 

   Create: Wisdom/Difficulty 25 + 1 week + 1 huge bronze statue (300 r) 
 

Construct, Concrete “Juggernaut”: HEALTH 30*, ARMOR 13, BASH/TRAMPLE 8*, 

Move 3, Passive 

 *On a hit roll of 18—20, the Juggernaut knocks opponents prone, and then 

tramples over them as a second attack for 8 damage. 

 Immune to bladed weapons, charm, poison, fire 

   Create: Wisdom/Difficulty 25 + 1 month + 2 tons of concrete (600 r) 
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Construct, Iron: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 15, Sword 3, Move 2, Passive 

 Resists 1 damage, immune to charm, poison, fire 

   Create: Wisdom/Difficulty 23 + 1 day + 1 full plate armor 
 

Cyclops: HEALTH 24*, ARMOR 10, BASH (giant club) 8*, Move 5, Aggressive 

    *On a hit, Cyclops’ sends enemies back 15’ 

   Directed Attack: Blind Cyclops with a roll of 15 or higher 

 
Death Knight* HEALTH 15*, ARMOR 15, Souldrinker 5**, Movement 3, Aggressive 

**Souldrinker is a cursed sword found only in dungeons. Whoever picks up this sword 

is cursed; it grafts to the hand and deals 1 damage to undead. 

 

Devastation Worm: HEALTH 48*, ARMOR 8, BITE 10, CRUSH 10, Move 2, 

Aggressive 

 Resists 2 damage, immune to poison, charm 

 On a 3, worm crushes enemies under its girth as BASH for 10 damage 

 On a 6, worm moves through the ground causing an earthquake, dealing 4 damage 

to all in a 20’ radius and restarting initiative. Negate effect with Agility 

Roll/Difficulty 10 

 Swallow whole on a hit roll of 18—20 

 Devastation worms can burrow between spaces and under walls and solid objects 

   Combat Action: Ride Worm—Agility/Difficulty 15 

 
Dragon, juvenile: HEALTH 20**, ARMOR 15, BITE 8, Fly 12, Aggressive 

 On a 3 or a 6, young dragon breathes a cone of fire dealing 8 damage in a 10’ x 

15’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 4 damage 

 Resists 2 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Snatch—On a hit roll of 18—20, dragon snatches one enemy, flies him into 

the air and drops him to his death. Initiative restarts. 

   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 16 (free attack) 

   Action: Tame—Wisdom/Difficulty 25 

   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 21 
 
 

Dragon, adult “Stachte”: HEALTH 30**, ARMOR 15, BITE 8, TAIL BASH 8, Fly 24, 

Aggressive  

 On a 3 or 6, adult dragon breathes fire dealing 10 damage to all in a 15’ x 20’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 5 damage 

 At will, an adult dragon can tail BASH enemies for 8 damage 

 Resist 3 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 

   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 16 (free attack) 

   Action: Tame—Wisdom/Difficulty 30 
   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 30 
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Dragon, ancient “Charnabyss”: HEALTH 75*, ARMOR 17, BITE 12*, TAIL BASH 

12, Fly 24, Aggressive 

 *Swallow whole on a roll of 20 

 On a 3 or 6, elder dragon breathes fire dealing 15 damage to all in a 30’ x 30’ 

cone— Roll Agility vs. d20 for 8 damage 

 At will, an ancient dragon can tail BASH enemies for 12 damage 

 Resist 4 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 

   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 22 (free attack) 

 
Dragon, eternal “Molkram”: HEALTH 99**, ARMOR 18, BITE 15*, TAIL BASH 

15, Fly 12, Aggressive 

 *Swallow whole on a roll of 19—20 

 On a 3 or 6, ancient dragon breathes fire dealing 30 damage to all in a 60’ x 30’ 

cone—Roll Agility vs. d20 for 15 damage 

 At will, an eternal dragon can tail BASH enemies for 15 damage 

 Resist 5 damage, immune to fire, charm and poison 

 Player cannot flee. 

   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 20 (free attack) 

 
Elemental, Boulder: HEALTH 15*, ARMOR 14, Crush 6, Move 2, Passive 

 Resist 2 damage 

 Immune to poison, charm, fire, bladed weapons 

   Combat Action: Climb—Agility/Difficulty 10 (free attack) 

   Summon: Spell components: Runes: BOULDER + ½ ton boulder 

 
Elemental, Rock: HEALTH 20**, ARMOR 16, BASH 8, Move 1, Passive 

 Resist 3 damage 

 Immune to poison, charm, fire, bladed weapons 

   Combat Action: Climb—Agility/Difficulty 10 (free attack) 

   Summon: Spell components: Runes: ROCK XYZ + 1 ton of rock and 
earth 

 

Elemental, Wave: HEALTH 15*, ARMOR 13, Crush 6, Move 12**, Passive 

 **Take water form—slip through cracks, under doors, down drains, etc. 

 Resist 2 damage 

 Immune to poison, charm, bladed weapons 

   Summon: Spell components: Runes: WAVE + any 5x5x5 volume of 

water 

 
Elephant, African Bull: HEALTH 18*, ARMOR 8, Gore 2/2, Trample 6, Move 3, 
Passive 

 On a 3 or 6, Trample as BASH for 6 damage 

    Combat Action: Flank to avoid gore—Roll Agility/Difficulty 8 / per round 
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Ethereal Phantasm: HEALTH 15**, ARMOR 12, DMG 6*, Move 7, Aggressive 

 *Once per battle, phantasm uses fear paralysis. If hit, player must roll  

Endurance check/Difficulty 15 or become paralyzed for one turn 

 Resist 3, immune to poison, charm, fire, ice, magic 

 
Fenrir, “Wolf of Winter”: HEALTH 30*, ARMOR 15, MAUL 6*, Move 12, Aggressive 

 *Once mauled, roll d20+ Strength vs. d20 +6 or suffer continuous 3 

damage/round. Once freed, reroll initiative. While mauling, Fenris 

cannot attack other enemies. 

 Aura of Cold: All within 10’ of Fenris suffer 1 point cold 

damage/round. 

 Takes double damage from fire.  

     

Giant, Frost: HEALTH 32*, ARMOR 12, GLACIAL AX 8**, STOMP 8, Move 6, 

Aggressive  

 **Glacial ax hits all enemies in a 5’ x 15 arc 

 At will, giants can stomp medium enemies as BASH for 8 damage 

 Resists 1 damage, takes double damage from fire 

   Combat Action: Through the Knees—Agility/Difficulty 15 (+2 
damage, reroll initiative) 

 
Giant, Hill: HEALTH 18*, ARMOR 10, BASH 6 (spiked club), Move 6, Aggressive 

       Combat Action: Through the Knees—Agility/Difficulty 18 (+2 damage, reroll 

 initiative) 

 
Giraffe: HEALTH 13, ARMOR 8, Kick 6, Move 8, Passive 

    Combat Action: Flank to avoid kick—Roll Agility/Difficulty 8 / per round 
 
Gnoll: HEALTH 12, ARMOR 10, Ax 3, Bow 3, Range 3*, Move 4, Aggressive 

 *Gnolls make ambush attacks with their bows. Player must have a range weapon 

or be surprised (incurring two free attacks). 

 +2 initiative (between ranged fighters) 

 

Gorilla: HEALTH 16, ARMOR 8, Fist: 2/2, Move 6, Aggressive 

 

Haunted Redwood: HEALTH 50*, ARMOR 8, Branch 1/1**, Move 0, Aggressive 

 **If both branches hit, Redwood rends for additional 5 damage each 

round till breaking free with Strength/Difficulty 15 

 Immune to charm, poison 

 Takes triple damage from fire, full damage from axes, ½ from medium slashing 

(round up), none from other types 

   Smithing: Craft Haunted Redwood Bow (see card) from bark 
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Hellborn, Archdemon “Pazuzu”: HEALTH 66**, ARMOR 18, Pincer 6/6,  

Move 6*, Aggressive 

 Grapples medium or smaller enemies, removing armor, weapons, or 

slamming for 6 damage. Enemy becomes free by hitting Pazuzu. 

 Resist 3. Immune to charm, fire. 

 On a roll of 3 or 6, Pazuzu summons 1d4 Hellspawn, which come to his aid. 

 If destroyed, Pazuzu explodes in a ball of fire, dealing 8 damage to all within 10’  

 

Hellborn, Djinn: HEALTH 28*, ARMOR 13, Giant Scimitar 8, Fireball 5 range 

10, Grapple, Move 6*, Aggressive 

 As a spell, the djinn can hurl a small fireball. ROLL to avoid. 

 Grapple medium or smaller enemies, removing armor, weapons, or slamming 

for 6 damage. Enemy becomes free with d20 +Strength v. d20 +8 or by hitting 

the djinn. 

 Resist 2. Immune to charm, fire; takes double damage from cold 

 At 10 HEALTH or less, the Djinn can warp to the Lower Planes 

   Combat Action: Climb—Agility/Difficulty 15 (free attack) 

   Combat Action: Under the Legs—Agility/Difficulty 18; reroll initiative 
 

Hellborn, Hellspawn: HEALTH 16**, ARMOR 15, Sword 3/3, Move 3, Aggressive 

 Immune to charm/fire. 

 

Hellborn, Tyrant Lizard: HEALTH 44**, ARMOR 13, Bite 12*, Stomp 8, Move 6, 

Aggressive 

 Resist 2. Immune to charm, fire, takes double damage from cold 

 *On an 18-19, rend for 24 dmg., on 20 swallow medium to large enemies whole. 

 On a roll of 3 or 6, the Tyrant stomps (as BASH) all enemies 6 squares ahead of 

it. 

   Combat Action: Ride Tyrant—Agility/Difficulty 20 
   Combat Action: Under the Legs—Agility/Difficulty 15; reroll initiative 

 
Horse: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 10, Dmg: Nil, Move 2d6 (over land) or 12, FLEE 3, 6, 

Passive 

   Action: Tame—Charm or Wisdom/Difficulty 8 

   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 8 

 
Hippo: HEALTH 19, ARMOR 10, Bite 4, Move 3, Aggressive 

 Lockjaw: Once bitten, roll d20 +Strength vs. d20 +4 or lose 2 Health/round. 

 

Hippogriff: HEALTH 12, ARMOR 10, Claw 3*, Fly 2d12 (over land) or 

24, FLEE 3, 4, 6, Aggressive 

 *From the air, the hippogriff can make a swoop attack dealing 6 dmg. 

   Action: Tame—Charm or Wisdom/Difficulty 18 

   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 20 
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Human, common: HEALTH 8, ARMOR 8, Sword 2, Move 3, Passive 

 Bribe for 2 ruples each/Hire 5 ruples each 

 
Hyena: HEALTH 7, ARMOR 8, Bite 2*, Move 5, Aggressive 

 Lockjaw: Once bitten, make Strength check vs. d20 or lose 1 Health/round. 

 
Lich: HEALTH 5 (!), ARMOR 8, Deathtouch 1**, Move 2, Passive 

 **Roll Agility vs. d20 to avoid Deathtouch; if hit, roll Wisdom check/Difficulty 

13 or die instantly 

 Resist 3 damage, immune to charm, ice, poison, magic 

    (!) XP Value 30 

 

Lizard Man: HEALTH 11, ARMOR 12, Sword 2, Move 5, Aggressive 

 

Lizard Man, Chieftain: HEALTH 14, ARMOR 14, Club 3, Move 5, Aggressive 

 
Lizard Man, Champion: HEALTH 18, ARMOR 12, BASH (mace) 6, Move 5, 
Aggressive 
 

Merquid: HEALTH: 10, ARMOR 10, Trident 4, Move 2 (8 near water), Passive 

 

Minotaur: HEALTH 22*, ARMOR 12, Battleax 8, Horn 8*, Move 4, Aggressive 

 *On a 3 or 6, the Minotaur gorges with its horns as BASH for 8 damage 

   Combat Action: Grab Horns—d20 +Strength v. d20 +8 (knock prone) 

 

Moose: HEALTH 18, ARMOR 8, Gorge 1/1, Move 6, Passive 

 

Mountain Whale “Rampager”: HEALTH: 65*, ARMOR 18, TRAMPLE 10**, Move 8, 

Passive 

 **All enemies 8 squares in front of Mountain Whale must ROLL out of the 

way or suffer 10 damage. Unless hurt or controlled, Whale does turn for a 

second pass. 

 Resist 2 

   Combat Action: Flank—Speed 8+ and Agility/Difficulty 10 (avoid 

TRAMPLE) 
   Combat Action: Climb On—Agility/Difficulty 15 (free attack) 

   Action: Tame—Wisdom/Difficulty 30 
   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 15 

   Smithing: Forge +10 Armor from hide 
 

Ogre, twin hammer: HEALTH 16, ARMOR 10, Hammers 4/4*, Move 3, Aggressive 

 *If first hammer hits, roll attack for second. Ogres may be pacified with food 
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Ogre, giant mace: HEALTH 19*, ARMOR 14, BASH (giant mace) 6*, Move 3, 

Aggressive 

 *Knock back 5’ feet / Reroll initiative  

 Combat Action: Grapple from Behind—Agility/Difficulty 12 (free attack)  

Orc: HEALTH 9, ARMOR 8, Battleaxe 3, Move 3, Aggressive 

Orc, Chieftain: HEALTH 14, ARMOR 11, Master Craft Claymore 6, Move 3, 

Aggressive 

 

Pegasus: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 10, Hoof 1/1, Fly 2d12 (over land) or 24, FLEE 3, 4, 6, 

Passive 

   Action: Tame—Charm or Wisdom/Difficulty 18 

   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 18 

 
Skeleton: HEALTH 4, ARMOR 8, Rusty Sword 2, Move 2, Aggressive 

 Immune to poison, charm, arrows 

 
Skeleton, Burning Man: HEALTH 4**, ARMOR 10, Burning Touch 2 +1*, Move 2, 

Aggressive 

 *Automatic 1 fire damage each round. Takes double damage from cold. 

 
Snake Man: HEALTH 12, ARMOR 12, Bite 3, Arrows 3 / range 2, Move 5, Aggressive 

 +2 initiative 

 
Spawn of Yog-Sothoth: HEALTH 13*, ARMOR 10, Tentacle 1/1/1/1*, Move 2, 

Aggressive 

 *If two or more tentacles latch onto victim, the victim takes 4 damage each 

round until breaking free with Strength check/Difficulty 13 

 

Spider, giant: HEALTH 3, ARMOR 6, Bite 1*, Move 3, Passive 

 *If bitten, roll Endurance check/Difficulty 15 or lose 1 Health per turn till dead 

or using antivevom 

   Alchemy: Make antivenin or poison—Wisdom/Difficulty 15 
 

Spirit Jaguar: HEALTH 9, ARMOR 10, Bite 2, Move 8, Aggressive 

 

Strangler: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 10, Strangle (no damage)*, Move 2, Aggressive 

 *Roll 2 initiatives, if first fails, victim is surprised and attacked twice—If hit, 

 victim is strangled. Each round, victims may attempt to break free with d20 

 +Strength vs. d20. Death is instant on the 3
rd 

round of strangulation. Once  

      freed, reroll initiative. 
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Swamp Shambler: HEALTH 21, ARMOR 10, Vine 2/2 + Grapple, Move 2, Aggressive 
 If both vines hit, victim is grappled and must roll d20+Strength vs. d20 +2 to 

become free or suffer 4 damage per round. Once freed, reroll initiative.  

 Takes double damage from fire, immune to arrows 

 

Troll, Bridge: HEALTH 16, ARMOR 10, Spear 3 / range 2, Move 3, Passive 

 Bridge trolls may be pacified by answering a riddle 

 
Troll, Forest: HEALTH 24, ARMOR 10, Grapple (see below), Move 4, Passive 

 The forest troll prefers to grapple medium or smaller enemies, removing armor, 

weapons, or slamming for 6 damage. Player can free himself with d20 

+Strength v. d20 +6 or by hitting the troll. Once freed, reroll initiative. 

   Combat Action: Climb—Agility/Difficulty 15 (free attack) 
   Combat Action: Under the Legs—Agility/Difficulty 18; reroll initiative 

 
Troll, Ice: HEALTH 18*, ARMOR 10, BASH 6, Move 4, Passive 

 Takes double damage from fire 

 
Troll, Mountain: HEALTH 36*, ARMOR 10, BASH 9, Move 4, Passive 

   Combat Action: Climb—Agility/Difficulty 18 (free attack) 

   Combat Action: Under the Legs—Agility/Difficulty 13; reroll initiative 

 
Terastio Scorpios: HEALTH 19*, ARMOR 13, Pincer 2/2*, Move 3, Aggressive 

 If first pincer hits, roll second attack. If both pincers hit, roll 

Endurance/Difficulty 20: if rolling under, die from tail stinger venom; roll even, 

no effect; roll over, become immune. 

   Alchemy: Make Poison—Kill + Wisdom/Difficulty 21 / Poison Effect: 

roll Endurance/Difficulty 20 or victim dies 
 

Unicorn: HEALTH 10, ARMOR 10, Horn 3*, Move 2d8 (over land) or 

16, FLEE 3, 4, 6**, Passive 

    *Horn deals 9 damage against Hellborn enemies 

    **Unicorn can warp to nearest safe haven or room 

   Action: Tame—Charm or Wisdom/Difficulty 15 

   Action: Learn to Ride—Agility/Difficulty 15 

 
Vampire Bat: HEALTH 12, ARMOR 14, Bite 3, Fly 8, Aggressive 

 Resist 1 damage 
 

Venus Doom Man Trap: HEALTH 22, ARMOR 8, Bite 3*, Move 0, Aggressive 

 *On a roll of 20, swallows victim whole. Each round in belly, victim suffers 

3 damage until breaking loose with a Strength  check/Difficulty 15. 

 Immune to poison, charms 

 Takes double damage from fire 

   Alchemy: Make Healing Aloe—Kill + Wisdom/Difficulty 15 
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Wererat: HEALTH 6, ARMOR 10, Rusty Scimitar 3, Move 3, Aggressive 

 
Werewolf: HEALTH 12*, ARMOR 15, Claw/Bite 2/2*, Move 8, Aggressive 

 +2 to initiative, Regeneration 1 (each round, regain 1 health) 

 Each round, roll a d6. On a roll of 3 or 6, bites for 3 damage. If bitten, 

suffer lycanthropy on the following night unless a cure is used. 

 Wolf Hunt: Those fleeing from a werewolf are hunted down. If the 

werewolf manages to move into the point where you flee, battle 

engages. 

 
Zombies! (6) HEALTH 2, ARMOR 8, Claw/Bite 1*, Move 1, Aggressive 

 If three or more zombies hit you, you are grappled and lose a round. 

 Double damage from fire. 
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FAQ 
 
Q. Can a player regain health, buy items and gamble in a town on the same turn? 

A. Yes. 

 

Q. If a character is standing in a T Space, can he be attacked, robbed, hijacked or 

 assassinated? 

A.  Yes—but only when moving into or out of the T Space. If standing in town for more than 

 one turn, the character is safe. Also, the attacking character does  not gain health or drop 

 off items.  

 

Q. Can a player use a healing potion and attack on the same round? 

A. Yes. 

 

Q. Can two players team up together? 

A. Yes—but they roll once for movement and move together. On ? Spaces, roll double. 

 

Q. Can a player give another player items, ruples or talismans? 

A. Yes—if they pass each other’s spaces. 

 

Q. What happens when competing rolls tie, such as for initiative, gambling, and for the 

 monk’s  arrow catching ability? 

A. Natural numbers beat bonus numbers—for example, a roll of 5 with the Rogue’s Speed 

 bonus loses to a naturally rolled 5. If both characters have bonuses or neither have 

 bonuses, roll again. 

 

Q. Can the rogue use Aerial Maneuver when fighting multiple enemies or giant enemies? 

A. No—multiple enemies, or enemies too big for her to leap over, negate this ability. 

 

Q. Can a witch or other spell user cast a protective spell before rolling initiative? 

A. No, spells must be cast during a character’s round, taking up the whole of that round. 

 

Q. If a character with the Heal ability is inflicted with poison or venom, does he retain his 

 healing ability? 

A. No—Poison negates natural healing power until antivenin is applied.  

 

Q. If a monster is immune to charm spells, can the princess avoid fighting it? 

A. Yes. The princess can use charm against any monster to escape battle. 

 

Q. Can the princess use charm to avoid battle against another player? 

A. No. 

 

A. If the princess fails using a Beauty & the Beast charm, does she get attacked? 

Q. Yes. Monsters make one attack roll after each failed charm of that type. If the 

 princess uses her standard charm on her round, she can flee without rolling.   

 

Q. Can the princess or prophet make an attack while controlling a monster? 

A. No. 
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Q. Does the princess or prophet get attacked while controlling a monster? 

A. No.  

 

Q. Can the princess or prophet charm another monster and dismiss an old one on the same 

 turn? 

A. Yes.  

 

Q. Can the princess or prophet takeover more than one monster at a time? 

A. No. 

 

Q. Can a charmed monster be healed? 

A. No.  

 

Q. If kidnapped by Amazons, does the player keep his/her items? 

A. Yes.  

 

Q. Does a character with Armor of Flesh lose his skills if using the talisman powered Armor 

 of Oblivion? 

A. No. This is a very special case.  

 

Q. If a player is killed, can he return to a town that has been destroyed? 

A. No.  

 

Q. If a character is in town when the dragon destroys it, is the character killed as well? 

A. No.   

 

Q. If a town is destroyed, is a talisman hidden there secure from other players taking it? 

A. No—another player may pick up the talisman.  

 

Q. What happens if a player forgets to use an automatic skill or item, such as the monk’s 

 Path of Peace ability or the hoplite’s hoplon repel or the Scarab Pendant of Luck? 

A. Part of the challenge of the game is remembering your abilities and when to use them. If 

 you neglect your skills, it’s the same as if you don’t have them.  

 

Q. Can the pirate use bombs in melee? After all, bombs don’t need to be thrown. 

A. Yes—the pirate takes full damage from the bomb but does need to roll to hit.   

 

Q. If there are disagreements as to what can be done in the game, who is the ultimate 

 arbiter? 

A. In-game debates are best decided by a non-party vote or the GM (if there is one).  
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